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Megafloods in Europe can be anticipated 
from observations in hydrologically  
similar catchments

Megafloods that far exceed previously observed records often take citizens 
and experts by surprise, resulting in extremely severe damage and loss of 
life. Existing methods based on local and regional information rarely go 
beyond national borders and cannot predict these floods well because of 
limited data on megafloods, and because flood generation processes of 
extremes differ from those of smaller, more frequently observed events. 
Here we analyse river discharge observations from over 8,000 gauging 
stations across Europe and show that recent megafloods could have been 
anticipated from those previously observed in other places in Europe. 
Almost all observed megafloods (95.5%) fall within the envelope values 
estimated from previous floods in other similar places on the continent, 
implying that local surprises are not surprising at the continental scale. This 
holds also for older events, indicating that megafloods have not changed 
much in time relative to their spatial variability. The underlying concept 
of the study is that catchments with similar flood generation processes 
produce similar outliers. It is thus essential to transcend national boundaries 
and learn from other places across the continent to avoid surprises and  
save lives.

Megafloods that are much larger than floods experienced previously 
in a given catchment or region can take citizens and local flood manag-
ers by surprise, resulting in catastrophic damage and loss of life. For 
example, the discharge of the July 2021 flood at the Rhine tributaries 
in Germany, and rivers in the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg, 
was up to four times larger than any event on record in the region1, 
causing almost 200 fatalities and damage in excess of US$40 billion. 
In this and other cases, the lack of previous local experience of events 
of this magnitude resulted in insufficient flood defence measures, 
preparedness and real-time response1,2.

Because of their rare occurrence, megafloods are difficult to  
predict. The standard method of estimating the magnitude of potential  
large floods consists of fitting a probability distribution to long  
series of flood observations, and extrapolating the distribution to small 
probabilities3. However, long series that include several exceptional 

events are rarely available. Some estimation methods use flood obser-
vations from neighbouring catchments4 to make up for the brevity 
of streamflow records; however, this rarely increases the chances of 
capturing megafloods. Even when such events are observed, accu-
rate discharge estimates are difficult to obtain as the flood wave may  
partially bypass the gauge and cause difficulties with extrapolating the 
rating curve. Moreover, the processes that generate extreme floods 
tend to differ from those that generate smaller and more frequent 
events5, making extrapolation notoriously inaccurate. One way of 
capturing changing flood processes with magnitude is through rain-
fall–runoff models, but they require long series of precipitation and 
are also subject to uncertainty6–8. Large floods in historic or prehis-
toric times (palaeofloods) can also be used, although the information 
available is often not commensurate with the requirements of flood 
management9–11.
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region, we estimate a regional envelope curve of flood discharges that 
represents the relationship between flood discharge and catchment 
area that is not exceeded by any observed flood in the region (Methods 
and Extended Data Table 2). To examine possible changes in time, we  
also compare envelope curves obtained using observations from  
two 30-year sub-periods, that is, 1961–1990 and 1991–2020.

We focus on 498 catchments (‘target’ catchments) where 510 
recent (that is, after 1999) megafloods that are surprising based on local 
data are identified (Methods). To evaluate the possibility of anticipating 
megafloods in target catchments using information from other places 
in Europe, we perform a hindcast experiment of predicting their peak 
discharge with regional envelope curves, using flood observations from 
similar catchments up to the year before their occurrence. For each 
target catchment, a group of similar catchments (‘donor’ catchments) 
is identified in the corresponding hydroclimatic region based on the 
similarity of catchment area, and the mean and coefficient of variation 
of the truncated flood series (up to the year before the megaflood). 
From this group of donor catchments we construct an envelope curve, 
which we compare with the megaflood that occurred later in the target 
catchments. We repeat this analysis for all 510 detected megafloods in 
the target catchments.

European envelope curves of flood discharges
Our data show that recent megafloods have occurred in all regions of 
Europe, although they are more frequent in the Atlantic and Continental  
regions (Fig. 1 and Extended Data Table 3), where respectively 8.7% 
and 7.2% of the catchments exhibit recent megafloods. In the Boreal 
region, the respective value is only 1.3%. The smaller value is related 
to the smaller interannual variability of floods in the Boreal region17.

An alternative for enhancing the accuracy of megaflood esti-
mates is the transfer of flood information from hydrologically similar  
catchments where large events may have occurred4. In Europe the 
occurrence of megafloods is well documented at the national scale. The 
August 2002 flood in Germany, Austria and Bohemia was the largest  
in the last half century based on economic losses; and the November 
1994 Piedmont flood was the second costliest event in Europe between 
1970 and 202012. Both events were caused by rainfall greater than 
one-third of the annual total, delivered in only 72 hours13,14. However, 
flood information transfer rarely goes beyond national borders, and no 
previous study has examined megafloods in a systematic way across an 
entire continent, with the objective of learning from other places about 
the potential of future flood surprises. Some examples comparing the 
world’s maximum measured floods also exist15, but they do not compare 
hydrologically similar catchments, which makes flood estimation less 
useful for practical proposes.

Anticipating megafloods
Here we analyse the most comprehensive dataset of annual maximum 
discharges in Europe available to date and show that recent mega-
floods could have been anticipated from observations in other parts 
of Europe, which would not be possible using only national data. We 
also show that the predictability of megafloods does not change in 
time when sub-periods are analysed. We base our analysis on annual 
maximum river discharge observations from 8,023 gauging stations for 
the period 1810–2021. The average length of the series is 51.4 years and 
the catchment areas range between 1 and 800,000 km2. Catchments 
across Europe are grouped into five hydroclimatic regions (Fig. 1) as a 
first step in identifying hydrologically similar catchments16. For each 
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Fig. 1 | Megafloods in Europe. a, Five hydroclimatic regions: Boreal (purple), 
Continental (blue), Mediterranean (orange), Alpine (green) and Atlantic (red). 
b–f, Maximum observed specific flood discharges (points) and mean of annual 
specific flood discharges (squares) over the entire observation period at each 
stream gauge as a function of catchment area. Regional envelope curves (thick 
lines) and median regional annual specific flood discharges (thin lines) for the full 
record period are shown for each hydroclimatic region: Boreal (b), Continental 
(c), Mediterranean (d), Alpine (e) and Atlantic (f). Envelope curves for two 
30-year sub-periods are also shown (dashed lines for 1961–1990, dotted lines 

for 1991–2020). Parameters of the envelope curves are listed in Extended Data 
Table 2. Coloured symbols indicate the mean and maximum flood discharges in 
the 498 catchments with recent megafloods, grey points those of the remaining 
catchments. g–j, Examples of series of annual flood discharges with (g,i) and 
without (h,j) megafloods; their corresponding mean (squares) and maximum 
values (points) are highlighted in black in c and f. The locations of corresponding 
stream gauges are indicated in a by circles. PL, Poland; AT, Austria; ES, Spain;  
GB, United Kingdom.
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In the Atlantic region, the megafloods (coloured points in Fig. 1b–f) 
are on average 3.4 times larger than the local mean annual maximum 
discharges (squares), while in the Continental and Mediterranean 
regions they are 5.3 and 5.2 times larger, respectively (Extended Data 
Table 3). The larger ratio in the Mediterranean is probably related to the 
more nonlinear rainfall–runoff process and more variable precipita-
tion in arid than in humid climates5,18. However this analysis is not able 
to conclude whether megafloods are becoming more frequent or not.

The envelope curves defined by the largest floods also differ 
between hydroclimatic regions in terms of their intercept and slope 
(thick continuous lines in Fig. 1b–f; Extended Data Table 2). For a  
catchment size of 1,000 km2, the envelope-specific discharge in the  
Mediterranean region is 5.26 m3 s−1 km−2, while in the Boreal region it 
is 1.37 m3 s−1km −2. This is because the flood-inducing rainstorms in the 
Mediterranean are associated with much larger intensities than the 
flood-inducing snowmelt typical of Northern Europe. The slopes of 
the envelope curves are steepest in the Mediterranean area (−0.57) and 
flattest (−0.07) in the Boreal region (Fig. 1). This is because the Mediterra-
nean rainstorms tend to be more localized than the snowmelt in the north 
of Europe. The envelope curves for the most recent sub-period (thin 
dotted lines) tend to be slightly lower than those for the first sub-period 
(thin dashed lines), except for the Mediterranean and the Atlantic region. 
The median regression curves (thin continuous lines) are slightly flatter 
than the respective envelopes, as larger catchments tend to have more 
regular flood regimes than small ones. Figure 1g–j illustrates examples 
of flood series in pairs of catchments with and without megafloods.

To illustrate the potential of anticipating megafloods from other 
places in Europe, Fig. 2 shows three examples. The 2002 flood in the 
Kamp catchment in Austria (Fig. 2a) peaked at 459 m3 s−1, which is equi-
valent to a specific discharge of 0.74 m3 s−1 km−2 (black triangle) given 

the catchment area of 622 km2. The envelope curve (blue line), defined 
by the hydrologically similar catchments within the hydro climatic 
region, gives a specific discharge of 1.68 m3 s−1 km−2. This means that, 
in light of European floods, the Kamp was not at all surprising, while for 
the locals it was19. The regional envelope discharge illustrated in Fig. 2  
is defined based on previously observed floods in various European 
countries, including Bulgaria and Poland (blue circles in Fig. 2d).

The 2009 flood in the Cumbrian Derwent catchment in the UK 
(Fig. 2b) peaked at 0.84 m3 s−1 km−2 and was 58% larger than the second 
largest event on record, which occurred in 2005. The corresponding 
envelope-specific discharge is 1.64 m3 s−1 km−2. Much larger extremes 
were observed in similar catchments in Norway (Fig. 2e). The 2009 
megaflood in the Derwent was itself exceeded in 2015; however, this 
later event still lies below the envelope curve and was not as surprising 
as the 2009 event (11% larger)2.

The 2021 flood in the Ahr catchment in Germany (Fig. 2c) peaked at 
0.80 m3 s−1 km−2, similar to the Kamp flood, with an envelope estimate of 
1.57 m3 s−1 km−2. For the Ahr catchment, the similar catchments making  
up the donor group are, in descending order of flood magnitude: 
the Timis in Romania, the Freiberger Mulde in Germany, the Maritsa  
in Bulgaria, the Ljig in Serbia, the Lausitzer Neisse in Germany, the 
Corrèze and Le Lot in France, the Nysa Kłodzka in Poland and the Birs in 
Switzerland (Fig. 3). Although each of these catchments has a specific 
hydrological behaviour, overall they can be considered hydrologically 
similar to the Ahr in terms of average climate and flood statistical 
properties. All of these ten catchments experienced record-breaking 
floods that were surprising based on previously observed events at 
that location, and these occurred in the period before 2021 (Fig. 3).

The analysis of Fig. 2 is repeated for all 510 recent megafloods in the 
target catchments in Europe (Fig. 4). In 95.5% of the target catchments, 
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Fig. 2 | Envelope curves for three catchments with recent megafloods in 
Europe. a–f, Kamp (622 km2 catchment area) with 2002 flood (a,d), Cumbrian 
Derwent (363 km2) with 2009 flood (b,e) and Ahr (746 km2) with 2021 flood 
(c,f), indicated with triangles. Maximum specific discharges observed before 
the year of occurrence of the megaflood for are shown for 824 (a), 196 (b) and 
590 (c) similar donor catchments (points) selected within the corresponding 
hydroclimatic region. Coloured points indicate the ten largest events (in terms 

of distance to the envelope curve), with shades being darker for events that are 
closer to the envelope. The line shows the resulting envelope curve with the 
slope estimated from the hydroclimatic regions (Fig. 1b–f). Locations of the 
target (triangle) and donor (points) catchments are shown in d–f. Note that the 
envelope curves of Fig. 1 refer to the entire hydroclimatic region, while here they 
refer to the donor group within a region.
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the discharge of the envelope is larger than that of the observed mega-
flood, suggesting that, from a European perspective, almost none of 
the events can be considered a regional surprise. In 9.6% of the cases, 
the observed megafloods are within 75% and 150% of the envelope (red 
points in Fig. 4a), that is, the order of magnitude is similar. The target 
catchments are distributed all over Europe, with a higher concentration 
in the west (Fig. 4b), reflecting positive trends in flood magnitudes in 
Western Europe20,21 and, to some degree, the higher station density.

The prediction is also conducted for 151 and 188 catchments with 
151 and 190 recent (that is, in the past ten years of each sub-period) 
megafloods in the first and second sub-period, respectively. The dis-
tribution of the ratio between observed and predicted discharge (inset 
of Fig. 4a) indicates that there are no substantial changes in the predict-
ability of megafloods in time. The discharge of the envelope is larger 
than that of the observed megaflood in 92% and 93.7% of the respective 
target catchments.

To evaluate the suitability of the donor selection, we compare 
the timing within the year of the target megafloods with that of the 
ten largest floods in the donor catchments (Fig. 4c). Flood timing is a 
proxy of flood generation processes22. Figure 4c shows that the timing 
of the target megafloods (black lines) generally agrees with that of the 
donors (brown lines), both in terms of the average timing (angle from 
the centre of the circle) and the consistency of timing between events 
(distance to the centre). The agreement points towards the plausibil-
ity of the donor selection and prediction. A tendency for the observed 
timings to be more bimodal than the predictions is probably related to 
the smaller number of events.

Implications of expanding the perspective
Whereas previous studies have assessed the potential for megafloods 
mainly based on local or regional data, this study expands the observa-
tion area to the continental scale. We use megafloods that have occurred 

in hydrologically similar catchments elsewhere on the continent as a 
surrogate for the megafloods that could happen in the catchment of 
interest in the future.

The degree to which this transfer of information is possible 
depends on the suitable choice of donor catchments based on the 
notion of hydrological similarity23. The underlying concept is that 
catchments with similar flood generation processes, including rainfall, 
infiltration and flow paths, produce similar outliers, as these processes 
determine the transition from smaller to larger events5,24,25. Here we 
use catchment area and the mean and coefficient of variation of the 
truncated flood series within the same hydroclimatic region as a proxy 
of similarity in flood generation processes. While other similarity 
measures exist16, our donor catchment selection is deemed plausible 
because of the similarity of the timing within the year of the events, 
given that timing is a fingerprint of the interplay between climatic and 
catchment processes22. Additional spot testing of catchment pairs 
(such as the Ahr catchment in Germany paired with the Timis catch-
ment in Romania) based on prior knowledge from the literature1,25 
confirms the similarity. To assess robustness of the method, we conduct 
a sensitivity analysis on the parameters of the similarity criteria and the 
choice of hydroclimatic regions (Extended Data Figs. 1–7). The results 
show that changing parameters and/or regions may modify individual 
donor catchments, but the envelope curve that arises from the set of 
donor catchments is affected much less (Methods).

The cross-validation experiment conducted here, starting from 
observed megafloods, withholding them and only using data from 
floods that have occurred previously, mimics the case of anticipating 
megafloods that have not yet occurred. We show that it is indeed feasi-
ble to estimate the order of magnitude of possible future megafloods. 
Almost all observed megafloods (95.5%) are smaller than the envelope 
values estimated, that is, the local surprises are not surprising at the 
continental scale. Similar results are found for different sub-periods, 
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indicating that megafloods have not changed much in time relative to 
their spatial variability within Europe. These findings are in line with 
recent studies in the USA showing little evidence for temporal trends 
of large floods26.

The proposed envelope curve approach complements alterna-
tive methods, such as regional statistical approaches that spatially 
interpolate observed discharges4 or process-based rainfall–runoff 
modelling27. These methods provide best estimates of expected floods,  
while the envelope method reflects a possible worst case—which  
itself is an important aspect of flood risk planning.

The focus on a possible worst case implies that the envelope values 
are generally too large to serve as design values for most types of flood 
defence infrastructure from a cost–benefit perspective. Rather, they 
describe a ‘possibility space’28 that is prudent to consider in civil pro-
tection scenarios, which are required to organize local preparedness, 
and for testing the safety of very large dams. They can be used to derive 
extreme flood hazard scenarios, either failure scenarios (what can go 
wrong?) or future development scenarios (what could the future look 
like?) that could strengthen existing methods such as the probable 
maximum flood concept29. There is an increasing need for consider-
ing the extremes of the extremes, as there is a tendency in society for 
smaller acceptable risks29, so flood risk management should account 
for the potential of surprises and their devastating consequences. This 
requires a shift in thinking29 and the application of envelope curves, 
storylines2,30 and compound event analyses31. Making individuals and 
societies more robust against surprises therefore goes beyond the 
design of spillways and flood management plans.

In summary, to anticipate megafloods we must learn from other 
places in order to reduce the surprise factor of their occurrence, 
increase flood risk awareness and enhance preparedness of flood risk 
management. To this end, it is essential to move beyond national flood 
risk assessment and share information on megafloods across countries 
and continents.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Portfolio reporting summa-
ries, source data, extended data, supplementary information, acknowl-
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Methods
Datasets
The hydrological data used in this study were obtained from a 
pan-European Flood Database32 with subsequent updates. The current 
version contains data from 8,023 hydrometric gauging stations from 
68 European data sources for the period 1810–2021 (Extended Data 
Table 1). The dataset consists of the highest discharge (daily mean or 
instantaneous discharge) in each calendar year for each station. The 
stations are located within the domain bounded by 22.25° W–63.25° E  
and 34.25° N–71.25° N (Extended Data Fig. 1), and catchment areas 
range between 1 km2 and 800,000 km2. The dataset was screened for 
data errors. The screening involved visual examination of the flood 
records, analysis of flood seasonality and examination of the guage 
location and catchment area in Google Maps. All available stations, 
including those affected by reservoir construction, were considered 
for the analysis because reservoir effects were deemed to have little 
effect on envelope curves for large hydroclimatic regions. Similarly, 
all available years with data were considered notwithstanding dif-
ferences in the record lengths, because the focus was on the maxima 
observations of each series. The minimum series length is 10 years and 
the average length is 51.4 years.

The gauging stations were grouped into five regions (Fig. 1a 
and Extended Data Fig. 1) that reflect similar hydroclimatic condi-
tions by generalizing the European Biogeographical Regions33 with 
a view on flood processes. The Steppic and Pannonian regions were 
merged with the Continental region, the Arctic region with the Boreal 
region, and the Anatolian and Black Sea regions with the Mediterra-
nean region. Additionally, part of northern Italy was considered as 
part of the Mediterranean region and Iceland as part of the Atlantic 
region. For comparison, an alternative subdivision of Europe into  
five regions17 was considered in a sensitivity analysis (Extended Data 
Fig. 4a). In order to examine possible changes, the observation period 
was subdivided into two 30-year sub-periods, P1 (1961–1990) and P2 
(1991–2020).

Regional envelope curves
We quantified the largest flood events in each region by scaling the peak 
discharges by catchment area via envelope curves that represent the 
upper limit of the dataset (Fig. 1):

log (q) = a + b log(A) (1)

where q (m3 s−1 km−2) is the specific discharge, that is, the discharge 
per unit catchment area A. The parameter b was estimated by quan-
tile regression with quantile z = 0.999 using the rq function of the R 
quantreg package34,35. The quantile regression enables a more robust 
estimate than the tangents on the maxima, because it uses the complete 
dataset rather than the maxima only. The intercept a was determined 
such that it satisfies the envelope condition, that is, the envelope 
curve is the upper bound of all observed flood discharges in a region 
(Extended Data Table 2). For comparison, a quantile regression with 
z = 0.5 is also shown in Fig. 1 (thin line).

Megafloods
For the selection of recent megafloods (Fig. 4) the following criteria 
were adopted:

 (1) The discharge value, qmf, is a high outlier in the corresponding 
series of annual maximum flood discharges, according to the 
definition36:

qmf > Q3 + k(Q3 −Q1) (2)

where Q1 and Q3 are the first and third quartiles, respectively (that is, 
respectively 25% and 75% of the observations lies below this values), 
and k is a nonnegative constant. Here we assumed k = 3.

 (2) The discharge value is record-breaking and locally surprising, 
that is, its return period Tmf is at least 3 times larger than the 
return period of the second largest event up to that year Tsl.  
The return period was obtained by fitting a generalized extreme 
value distribution to each flood series up to the year of the 
megaflood using the L-moments (R extRemes package).

 (3) It occurred after the year 1999 (when the full observation  
period is analysed) and the corresponding series has at least  
20 years of data previous to the event.

The selection resulted in a set of 510 megafloods from 498 target 
catchments, whose observed specific discharge and location of corre-
sponding gauges are shown in Fig. 4a,b. When detecting megafloods in 
the two 30-year sub-periods, only observations within each sub-period 
are considered and the criterion (3) is modified such that events in the 
last 10 years of the respective sub-period are selected (that is, after 1979 
for P1 and after 2009 for P2).

We tested the robustness of the results to the criterion (1) for the 
selection of high outliers, using the definition for skewed data37:

{
qmf > Q3 + 1.5e3MCIQR ifMC > 0

qmf > Q3 + 1.5e4MCIQR ifMC < 0
(3)

where IQR is the interquartile range and MC is the medcouple38, a robust 
measure of skewness, defined as:

MC (Xn) = med
xi≤mn≤xj

h(xi, xj) (4)

where mn is the sample median of n independent observations  
Xn = {x1, x2, ... , xn } such that x1 ≤ x2 ≤ ... ≤ xn, and 

h (xi, xj) =
(xj −mn) − (mn − xi)

xj − xi
(5)

for all couples of indices i and j such that xi ≤ mn ≤ xj. The alternative 
selection resulted in a set of 677 megafloods (Supplementary Fig. 1), 
whose observed specific discharge and location of corresponding 
gauges are shown in Supplementary Fig. 2.

We also tested the sensitivity of the results to criterion (2) for the 
selection of record-breaking and surprising events, by varying the 
threshold Tmf/Tsl between 1 and 4. The results of the sensitivity analysis 
are shown in Supplementary Fig. 3 and indicate that, when the definition 
of megafloods is extended to less surprising events (that is, Tmf/Tsl < 3), 
the fraction of megaflooods larger than the envelope is unchanged. The 
only exception is the Boreal region, where fewer events are selected.

Donor catchments
For each catchment in which a megaflood had occurred (target catch-
ment), a pool of similar catchments (donor catchments) was identi-
fied in the same region. The similarity between the catchments was 
quantified in terms of weighted normalized Euclidean distance D in a 
three-dimensional space with the following dimensions: the logarithm 
of catchment area A, the logarithm of the mean of the annual maximum 
specific discharges qm normalized to a catchment area of 100 km2 and 
the coefficient of variation CV of the annual maximum discharges:

D =
√√√
√
α(

logAi − logAj
sd (logA)

)
2

+ β(
logqm,i − logqm,j

sd (logqm)
)
2

+ γ(
CVi − CVj
sd (CV)

)
2

(6)

where i refers to the target catchment, j to a potential donor catch-
ment and sd is the standard deviation of all catchments in the donor 
group. Greek letters indicate weights. qm and CV were calculated on 
flood data prior to the year of occurrence of the target event to obtain 
a cross-validation experiment that resembles a case of anticipating 
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megafloods a priori. In estimating qm and CV we excluded outliers (for 
both the target and the donor catchments) according to the criterion 
of equation (2), because megafloods should not influence the compari-
son, and only smaller, frequently occurring floods were used, which 
is the only information usually available in the case of a prediction. 
The pooling group is identified by setting a maximum distance Dmax. 
In selecting the number of catchments in the pooling group, there is 
a tradeoff between a larger group that has a higher chance of contain-
ing very large floods, and a smaller group that is hydrologically more 
homogeneous. For Figs. 1–3 we used α = β = γ = 1 (corresponding to the 
assumption of the three dimensions having the same importance) and 
included catchments with D < Dmax with Dmax = 1, guided by a sensitivity 
analysis (see below and Extended Data Fig. 2).

Megaflood prediction
We repeated the selection of the donor group for each target catch-
ment and estimated the envelope curve, using the slope b of the cor-
responding hydroclimatic region and the intercept determined as 
the minimum that satisfies the envelope condition of the group only. 
The procedure only uses observations from donor catchments up to 
the year before the megaflood in the target catchment (Fig. 2a–c). We 
finally obtained an estimate of the discharge of a potential megaflood in 
the target catchment (predicted megaflood) from the envelope curve 
and compared it to the discharge of the observed megaflood (Fig. 4a).

To evaluate the plausibility of the donor selection, we analysed the 
timing of the megafloods observed in the target and donor catchments 
using previously established methods22 (Fig. 4c). We compared the 
distribution of the timing of the observed megafloods to the average 
timing of the ten largest floods in the donor group. The circular distri-
butions in Fig. 4c were obtained using the R circular package.

To evaluate the robustness of the method, we conducted a number 
of sensitivity analyses. We varied Dmax between 0.5 and 1.5 and showed 
that an increase in Dmax translates into an increasing number of target 
megafloods that are below the envelope (Extended Data Fig. 2). The 
larger fraction in the Boreal region is because of fewer donors available 
compared with the other regions. We also tested the sensitivity of α, β 
and γ, examining four weight combinations: equal weights (α = β = γ = 1) 
and doubling one of the weights (α = 2 and β = γ = 1; α = γ = 1 and β = 2; 
α = β = 1 and γ = 2), which corresponds to the hypothesis of one dimen-
sion being more important than the others in the donor selection. 
There is very little effect on the number of target megafloods below 
the envelope (Extended Data Fig. 3). While a different set of parameters 
may modify some of the donor catchments, the resulting envelope 
curve changes very little. Finally, we tested the effect of replacing 
the regional subdivision of Fig. 1 by an alternative subdivision17. The 
analysis shows that the alternative regions may modify the choice of 
individual donor catchments but, again, the overall conclusions do not 
change (Extended Data Figs. 4–7).

Data availability
The flood discharge data from the data holders/sources listed in 
Extended Data Table 1 that were used in this paper are available at 
https://github.com/tuwhydro/megafloods.

Code availability
The data analysis was performed in R using the supporting packages 
circular, lubridate, plotrix, quantreg, raster, RColorBrewer, rgdal, 
rworldmap and scales. The code used can be downloaded from https://
github.com/tuwhydro/megafloods.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Map of the European study area. Background colours indicate five European hydroclimatic regions. Open circles indicate the location of the 
8,023 hydrometric stations analysed.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Sensitivity of results to the threshold distance Dmax. (a) Number and (b) fraction of megafloods larger than envelope as a function of 
threshold distance; (c) average number of donor catchments as a function of threshold distance. Colours indicate the five hydroclimatic regions in Europe.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Sensitivity of results to the weights used for estimating 
distance D. (a) Number and (b) fraction of megafloods larger than envelope for 
four weight combinations: equal weights (‘equal’, α = β = γ = 1), double weight 

for Area (‘wA’, α = 2), double weight for mean annual flood (‘wQm’, β = 2), double 
weight for CV (‘wCV’, γ = 2). (c) Average number of donor catchments for the four 
weight combinations. Colours indicate the five hydroclimatic regions in Europe.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Megafloods in Europe for alternative hydroclimatic 
regions. (a) Five alternative hydroclimatic regions17. (b–f) Maximum observed 
specific flood discharges (points) and mean of annual specific flood discharges 
(squares) over the entire observation period at each stream gauge as a function 

of catchment area. Regional envelope curves (thick lines) and median regional 
annual specific flood discharges (thin lines) are shown for each hydroclimatic 
region.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Sensitivity of results to the threshold distance Dmax. (a) Number and (b) fraction of megafloods larger than envelope as a function of 
threshold distance; (c) average number of donor catchments as a function of threshold distance. Colours indicate the five alternative regions of Extended Data Fig. 4a.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Sensitivity of results to the weights used for estimating 
distance D. (a) Number and (b) fraction of megafloods larger than envelope for 
four weight combinations: equal weights (‘equal’, α = β = γ = 1), double weight 
for Area (‘wA’, α = 2), double weight for mean annual flood (‘wQm’, β = 2), double 

weight for CV (‘wCV’, γ = 2). (c) Average number of donor catchments for the four 
weight combinations. Colours indicate the five alternative regions of Extended 
Data Fig. 4a.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Predicted versus observed megafloods. Similar to Fig. 4 
but for the five alternative regions of Extended Data Fig. 4a. a, Predicted specific 
envelope discharge for 498 target catchments versus observed specific discharge 
of the megafloods in the same catchments. Predicted envelope discharges are 
estimated using discharge observations from a pool of donor catchments up to 
the year before the target megaflood. Colours indicate the ratio of observed and 
predicted discharge. b, Location of target catchments. Megafloods occur all over 

Europe and are less surprising than commonly assumed. c, Circular distribution 
of the timing of the megafloods observed in the target catchments (black lines), 
and mean timing of the ten largest floods in the donor catchments (coloured 
points) and their distribution (brown lines). The distance of the points to the 
centre is inversely proportional to the standard deviation of the flood timing. 
N-E, North-Eastern; C-E, Central-Eastern; MED, Mediterranean; ALP, Alpine; ATL, 
Atlantic.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Data sources included in the European Flood Database
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Extended Data Table 2 | Parameters of envelope curves and median regression

The units used in Eq. 1 for estimating the envelopes are q (m3s−1km−2) and A (km2). Numbers in brackets refer to the first and second sub-periods.
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Extended Data Table 3 | Relationship of megafloods and mean annual floods in the same catchment

The table refers to the points and squares in Fig. 1.
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